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Why does it matter? 

 Why order tests if the results do not make any difference to clinical/treatment 
decisions? [“intention to test is intention to treat”] 

 Test results will have an impact on patient outcomes, provided they correctly 
guide clinical and treatment decisions made by physicians 

 Not easy to study: if all doctors followed sound evidence-based guidelines 
on disease management, then testing MUST clearly influence treatment 
decisions and there is no need to study it! 

 Reality: “empirical” management of syndromes in the absence of any 
diagnostic confirmation 

 Big difference between resource-limited vs. resource-constrained settings 
 In resource-rich settings, over-testing and overdiagnoses may be problem! 

 Lack of access to good diagnostics is another big problem 

 If medical practice is mostly non-evidence based, then there can be no real 
connection between testing and outcomes! 



Fig 2 Simplified test-treatment pathway showing each component of a patient’s management 
that can affect health outcomes 

Ferrante di Ruffano L et al. BMJ 2012;344:bmj.e686 

“The principal way in which testing leads to changes in a patient’s health is 
through changes in clinical decision making and management, guided by 
these test results. The latter includes selecting, starting, stopping, or 
modifying treatment; ordering more tests; or watchful waiting.” [Bossuyt et 
al. Med Desic Making 2009] 
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Change in physician’s decisions or behavior is an 
intermediate step for improvement in patient outcomes 

A simplistic model 
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Underuse or overuse of diagnostics; 
empiricism; access to labs; patient’s 

SES; easier to give antibiotics; medical 
training 

Cannot afford the test; does not 
believe in testing; unhappy with 
doctors who ask for tests; wants 

quick therapy 

Cannot do it well; charges a lot of 
money; need to give kickbacks to 

doctors; imported tests are expensive; 
half-volume testing; kitchen sink testing 

Results do not get reported in time; no standards; 
no quality assurance; POC tests are not used at 

POC 

Doctor does not act on results 
(quality, lack of trust); has 

already given empiric 
therapy 

Doctor orders inappropriate or 
inaccurate tests; orders 

unnecessary test for kickbacks; has 
own lab that needs business 

A very realistic model 
(in India) 

No impact on patient 
outcomes 



Therefore, a key consideration 

 Changes (or lack thereof) in physician or provider 
“behaviour” is necessary but is plagued problems: 
 Doctors may know something (knowledge), say 

something (intent), and do (practice) something else 
altogether! 
 E.g. prescription studies vs. audits vs. incognito standardized 

patient based methods 



Example: influenza RIDTs 



Example: 
malaria 
RDTs 



Thorax 2008 

Some TB examples 



Am J Respir  Crit Care Med 183;2011:A5314 







Impact on clinical decisions are 
important but not easy to study 

 How doctors act on tests will be influenced/confounded by: 
 Their practice environment (evidence-based/protocol-driven or not; public 

vs. private; HMO vs. not, developed vs. developing country, etc.) 

 How quickly test results get fed back to the doctors who need them 
 POC tests should have a bigger impact on clinical decisions than regular tests 

 Hard to study if a test is not approved for clinical use (will need to 
estimate hypothetical impact) 

 Even within a health system, MDs may vary in their behaviours for the same 
condition (“variation in practice quality”) 



Impact on clinical decisions are 
important but not easy to study 

 How doctors act on tests will be influenced/confounded by: 
 Retrospective audits can be misleading – one can never quite tell if the 

change in management was definitely because of the test result – unless 
MDs explicitly recorded the rationale for the change (quality of medical 
records) 

 Prospective studies are better but the study itself can potentially influence 
the MDs to alter their behaviours (“Hawthorne effect”) 

 If empiricism is widespread, it is hard to tease out what role, if any, a test 
is playing 

 Differences between knowledge and actual practice 
 Change in behaviour is only a “surrogate” for downstream patient 

outcomes: 
 Behaviour might change, but outcomes may not! 
 If we can directly measure outcomes, do we still need to study change in behaviors?? 
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Rationale 

 Meta-analyses of IGRA performance in children show that they 
have increased specificity and similar sensitivity compared to 
the TST 

 
 Many national guidelines in low-incidence countries (including 

Canada) recommend the use of IGRAs in conjunction with the 
TST in children  

 
 IGRAs are increasingly being used in low-incidence settings, but 

there are limited data on how test results influence clinical 
management 



Objectives 

 To evaluate prospectively the performance of the QFT in 
children with TST results, stratified by clinically-relevant 
subgroups 
 

 To determine the impact of QFT results on diagnostic and 
treatment decisions made by pediatric respirologists in routine 
clinical practice 



June 2009 

5. Children with positive TST who are considered to have low probability of 
LTBI  or low risk of progression to active disease 



Study Enrollment 

 Referrals to the TB Clinic included: 
 Other hospital departments (gastroenterology, ID, rheumatology, multicultural) 

 Public health agencies for child contacts 

 Community health clinics for post-landing immigration screening 

 School-based screening 

 

 We categorized the children into the following subgroups: 
 Active TB suspects 

 Contacts of TB cases (TST+ only) 

 Immunocompromised children 

 Children starting anti-TNF treatment 

 Children from targeted screening programs (TST+ only) 



Data collection 

 Information on patient characteristics and TB history were 
routinely collected by the TB nurse, using a standard data 
abstraction form 

 
 On another questionnaire, the pediatric respirologist was 

asked to document whether or not the QFT had any impact on 
his/her clinical decision 



Clinical impact questionnaire 



Clinical impact questionnaire 



Data analysis 

 Primary outcome was the proportion of clinical changes made within 
each subgroup 

 
 Logistic regression analysis to determine factors associated with a 

clinical change in children with discordant TST+/QFT- results 
 
 Dependent variable was clinical change made (yes or no) 

 

 Independent variables were determined a priori:  
 age, sex, foreign birth, recent arrival, BCG vaccination, TST induration*, multiple 

BCG or TST, history of contact, chest radiograph abnormalities, and year of 
enrollment  

 

 Clustered robust standard errors were calculated to account for different preferences, 
TB experience and QFT knowledge among respirologists 

 



Clinical subgroups 

399 children 
with TST and 
QFT results 

26 active TB 
suspects 

83 TB contacts 
(TST+) 

5 immuno-
compromised 

children 

17 pre-TNF 
treatment 
children 

265 targeted 
screening 

children (TST+) 



Table 1. Patient characteristics 

Characteristic Frequency (%) 
Median age in years (range) 13 (0-18) 

Sex 
     Male 
     Female 

 
215 (54) 
184 (46) 

Country of birth 
     Canada-born 
     Foreign-born 

 
67 (17) 
332 (83) 

BCG vaccination 
     Yes 
     No 

 
327 (82) 
72 (18) 

History of contact 
     Yes 
     No 

 
99 (75) 
300 (25) 



Table 1 (Continued) 

Characteristic Frequency (%) 
TST (recommended cut-offs)* 
     Positive 
     Negative 

 
367 (92) 
32 (8) 

QFT 
     Positive 
     Negative 
     Indeterminate 

 
82 (21) 
311 (78) 
6 (1) 

Chest radiography 
     Abnormalities present 
     No abnormalities 
     Not done (i.e. negative TST) 

 
27 (7) 
367 (92) 
5 (1) 

Year of study 
     Year 1 
     Year 2 

 
202 (51) 
197 (49) 

* 5 mm for contacts and immunocompromised children; 10 mm for all others 



Active TB suspects (n=26) 

TST + TST - 

QFT + 6 0 

QFT - 11* 9 

* 5 of 11 TST+/QFT- children were treated for active TB based on 
abnormal chest radiography and history of contact; only 2 of these 5 
cases were positive on culture 

Concordance 



TST+ TB contacts (n=83) 

TST + 
QFT + 29 
QFT - 52* 
QFT indeterminate 2 

* 7 contacts who had converted to a positive result on the 2nd TST done 
12 weeks later remained negative on the 2nd QFT 

Concordance 



TST+ targeted screening children 
(n=265) 

TST + 

QFT + 46 

QFT - 218 

QFT indeterminate 1 

Concordance 



Clinical changes 
 
 TB contacts: In 52 TST+/QFT- children, INH was prescribed 

based on the positive TST result in 49 (94.2%) children.  The 
negative QFT result was used to withhold INH in the 
remaining 3 children, who were considered contacts with 
minimal exposure. 
 

 Targeted screening children: In 201 TST+/QFT- children who 
returned for their follow-up visit, the negative QFT result was 
used to withhold INH in 145 (72.1%) children. 



Multivariable analysis (n=250) 

Covariate Odds Ratio (95% CI) 
Age in years 0.98 (0.90, 1.07) 
Male 0.60 (0.33, 1.08) 
Foreign-born 1.01 (0.29, 3.57) 
Recent arrival (<2 years) 0.70 (0.27, 1.82) 
BCG vaccinated 0.48 (0.16, 1.45) 

Multiple BCG/TST 3.93 (0.68, 22.55) 
History of contact 0.01 (0.003, 0.08) * 
TST 10-14 mm 1 (reference) 
TST 15-19 mm 0.57 (0.30, 1.09) 
TST >20 mm 0.27 (0.15, 0.49) * 
CXR abnormalities 2.52 (0.68, 9.32) 
Year of study (1st vs 2nd) 0.87 (0.25, 3.03) 



Follow-up results 

 Phone calls were made 1 year later to the homes of TST+/QFT- 
children who did not receive INH.  Parents were asked about: 
 Travel to endemic countries 
 Contact with TB cases 
 Presence of TB symptoms 
 Reasons for doctor or ER visits in the past year 
 

 A total of 96 calls were made: 
 59 (61.5%) successfully contacted 
 24 (25%) could not be reached after 3 attempts 
 13 (13.5%) had moved  

 
 As of January 2012, we are not aware of any child that has 

developed active disease 
 
 



Study strengths 
 Many studies have evaluated factors associated with 

discordant TST/QFT results; our study evaluates factors 
associated with actual clinical changes 
 

 By asking for clinical decisions before and after the QFT, we 
were able to go beyond medical charts by providing the 
explicit rationale behind management decisions 

 
 The Hawthorne effect was not a major issue: 

 One respirologist relied on the TST alone and did not use the QFT 

 

 If intention to test means intention to treat or not treat, then the QFT was not used 
in strict accordance with the clinical indications in child contacts 



Study limitations 
 
 Study design does not allow us to answer: what would  
 happen if respirologists were given QFT first then TST? 
 
 Large number of TST+ children from school screenings and low 

number in other subgroups are not representative of all 
children investigated for LTBI 

 
 Our findings cannot be generalized to primary-care settings 

with physicians who are not highly experienced in TB 
management 
 

 The study could only assess short-term outcomes (clinical 
changes) and not long-term patient outcomes (progression to 
active TB) 



Conclusions 

 History of contact and TST induration >20mm were associated 
with reducing the likelihood of a clinical change based on a 
negative QFT 

 
 Given their suboptimal sensitivity, a negative QFT result cannot 

be used to rule out active TB 
 
 QFT may be useful in reducing the number of low-risk children 

considered for INH treatment 
 
 Further research is needed to discover new biomarkers that will 

identify those who will benefit most from preventive therapy 
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